Project Narrative

I am the IT manager for the nonprofit organization Go Outside And Live (GOAL). At Goal, it is our mission to motivate teachers and professionals to set aside time to enjoy the outdoors. We aim to encourage people to lead healthy lives. On way we do this is online. People have access to promotional materials via our website and can access information about different training courses.

Because of our online profile, it is important to us here at GOAL to ensure our IT services and webpages are up to date and provide helpful information for our clients. Recently, we have been awarded a grant to maintain and update our technology system at GOAL. We have been fortunate enough to receive $125,000 for year one and $25,000 for years 2 and 3. We aim to enhance our system and incorporate everything clients need to get involved and lead a healthy lifestyle from their own homes.

We are hoping to have our new infrastructure up and running within the next 6 months. A list of our new components are as follows:

- A new web server
- Computers and tablets
- Overhead projectors for demonstrations
- Laser printers (both color and black & white) for distribution of materials
- A file/print server to enable speedy utilization of materials

An RFP will explain in further detail the specifics of the products we will be purchasing and our timeline to complete this project. A preliminary budget will show the exact details of each product and their individual costs.

We are very excited at GOAL to get this project up and running so we can continue to promote an active and healthy lifestyle.